
Skyward
by Brandon Sanderson
YF Sanderson
When a long-term attack against her
world by the alien Krell escalates,
Spensa's dream of becoming a
pilot may come true—despite
her deceased father being labeled
a deserter.

Dry
by Neal Shusterman
YF Shusterman
When a longtime drought in
California escalates to catastrophic
levels, a teen is forced to make life
and death decisions to protect
her family.

This Mortal Coil
by Emily Suvada
YF Suvada
In a world where people are
implanted with technology to
recode their DNA, gene-hacking
genius Cat must decrypt her late
father's message concealing a
vaccine that he created before he
died for the purpose of stopping the
spread of a horrifying plague.

Iron Widow
by Xiran Jay Zhao
YF Zhao
Offering herself up as a concubine-
pilot to assassinate the man
responsible for her sister’s death,
18-year-old Zetian discovers her true
destiny as an Iron Widow and must
use her strength to force her society
to stop failing women and girls.
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Heart of Iron
by Ashley Poston
YF Poston
Seventeen-year-old Ana was found
as a child drifting through space
with a sentient android called D09,
and saved by a fearsome space
captain and the grizzled crew she
now calls family.

Nyxia
by Scott Reintgen
YF Reintgen
Recruited by a mysterious
corporation for a mission in outer
space, a teen joins a group where a
person must earn the right to travel
to a paradise planet where the
universe's most valuable mineral
has been discovered.

Early Departures
by Justin A. Reynolds
YF Reynolds
When the estranged best friend he
blames for a fatal accident drowns,
Jamal is given an unexpected
chance to reconnect and find
closure through a temporary
reanimation technology that allows
his best friend to come back to life
for a short duration.

The End and Other
Beginnings
by Veronica Roth
YF Roth
This collection of six short stories
imagines future lands with new
technologies and beings, where in
spite of advanced capabilities,
people still must confront deeply
human problems.
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Contagion
by Erin Bowman
YF Bowman
Responding to a distress call on the
distant planet of Achlys, Thea Sadik
and her search-and-rescue crew are
confronted by a zombie-like
outbreak that forces them to
uncover a monstrous enemy.

Any Sign of Life
by Rae Carson
YF Carson
Waking up from a deadly illness to a
world that has perished, Paige Miller
struggles to endure her new reality
and learns that there are worse
things than being alone.

The Sound of Stars
by Alechia Dow
YF Dow
Planet Earth is occupied by aliens
called the Ilori. Human emotional
expression is grounds for execution,
which means books, music, and art
have all been outlawed, but when
an alien finds 17-year-old Ellie's
secret library it changes things for
both of them.

The Upper World
by Femi Fadugba
YF Fadugba
When Dr. Esso arrives in her world in
need of help to unravel a tragedy
that happened 15 years before, Rhia
discovers a connection not only to
her own past but to a future worth
fighting for.

Invictus
by Ryan Graudin
YF Graudin
Born outside of time, Farway takes a
position commanding a ship that
smuggles valuables from different
eras before meeting a mysterious
girl with knowledge that places his
existence in question.

Aurora Rising
by Amie Kaufman
YF Kaufman
A graduating cadet in a 24th-century
space academy rescues a centuries-
hibernating girl from
interdimensional space and is swept
up in an interstellar war.

The Fever King
by Victoria Lee
YF Lee
The sole survivor of the viral magic
that killed his undocumented family
and gave him telepathic abilities is
recruited into the fiercely elite
offices of a minister of defense
whose offer to secretly train him is
complicated by the actions of his
dangerously cruel, alluring son.

Dragonfly Girl
by Marti Leimbach
YF Leimbach
Entering a prestigious science
contest hoping to help her cash-
strapped mother, science enthusiast
Kira lands a part-time job at a
celebrated scientist's lab before her
unexpected discovery of how to
reverse death enmeshes her in an
international rivalry.

Ashfall Legacy
by Pittacus Lore
YF Lore
Sixteen-year-old half-alien Sydney
Chambers leaves Earth to seek his
long-missing father, and unearths a
devastating, centuries-old secret
about humanity

Warcross
by Marie Lu
YF Lu
A teen hacker and competitive
bounty hunter accidentally glitches
herself into a championship
alternate-reality tournament before
being recruited as a spy for the
game's billionaire developer.

Renegades
by Marissa Meyer
YF Meyer
In a world where humans with
extraordinary abilities have become
the world's champions of justice, a
vengeance-seeking girl and a justice-
seeking boy team up.

War Girls
by Tochi Onyebuchi
YF Onyebuchi
Two sisters fight against violence
and political unrest to secure a safe
and peaceful life together in a 22nd-
century world devastated by war
and climate change.
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